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ABSTFtACT
The growing use of the Web for business-to-business transactions means corporate Web sites
could be used to communicate with diverse suppliers. This study compares the Web-based supplier
diversity content on Fortune 500 public sites with the content of off-line minority supplier programs. Web
sites are underused for communicating with diverse suppliers, as the content appears on only 12.5% of
the sites. They emphasize information publishing because the most common Web-based supplier diversity
items are contact information, such as a title and name, and third-party certification. Web-based supplier
diversity content, however, is very similar to off-line diversity program content.

INTRODUCTION
Tlie Web is a channel for business-to-business (B2B) commerce that may soon exceed $1 trillion in the
U.S. (Berkowitz, 2003). Researchers have studied the factors that affect the performance of electronic supply chains
(Cucchella, et al., 2002), and the behavior of participants in electronic markets (Lo and Hsieh, 2003). Diffusion of
Internet technology can improve business performance (Koh and Chong, 2002). Although there are significant
savings associated with electronic procurement (Crockett, 2002), most e-commerce investments have been in
customer-facing systems, rather than procurement and sujpplier systems (META Group, 2000). Given the current
level of growth in B2B e-commerce. Web-based suppli(3r communications should be studied. Web-based B2B
commerce directly affects IT personnel who develop and maintain corporate Web sites as they must interact with a
variety of constituencies and understand technical matters, business strategy, and social issues when they develop
content for corporate Web sites.
Tliis study compares Web-based minority supplier content with off-line supplier diversity programs.
Diverse sujjpliers are small or disadvantaged firms headed by minorities, women, or disabled veterans. Using the
Web to communicate with minority-owned firms is approjiriate because the racial and gender mix of Web users in
the LLS. is similar to the race/gender composition of the population (Thompson, 2000a, 2000b). By purchasing from
diverse suppliers, corporations make their supplier base as diverse as their different customers (Armstrong, 2004;
Reesi3, 2001). Supplier diversity is a component of supply chain activity and corporate diversity programs (Wentling
and Palma-Rivas, 2000). Those supply chains are increasingly being supported by information technology (Angeles
and ]*4ath, 2003), which therefore demands the attention of information systems personnel who deal with EDI,
virtual private networks, Web services, and related technologies that are required to accomplish electronic trading
partner linlcs.
Why Examine Supplier Diversity?
The minority segment of the U.S. population, and its buying power, is growing (Reese, 2001). Most of the
U.S. labor force growth is in minorities (Milken, 2000). Growth in firms owned by women is twice the rate of
growth for all U.S. businesses (Fields, 2001). The number of minority-owned firms is growing faster than nonminority films and sales per employee grow more quickly at minority firms than at the Fortune 500 (Milken, 2000).
Afncan Americans are 50% more likely, and Latinos 20% more likely, to start a business than whites (Daniels,
2004).
Half of the U.S.'s largest minority-owned firms have a Web site (Hemandez, 2002). Supplier diversity
progiams enable large firms to buy from a rapidly growing segment of the population, and partnering with minorityowned firms is one way to leam about minority consumers (Daniels, 2004; Reese, 2001). More than half of all
Fortune 500 corporations have some form of a minority purchasing program for linking with minority suppliers
(procurementresources.com), and these programs "increase shareholder value" (Armstrong, 2004). Organizations as
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diverse as the American Red Cross have initiated supplier diversity programs as a key element of their strategic plan
(Evans, 2004).
Minority firms are 14.6% of U.S. firms; minorities are 27% of the U.S. population (MBDA, 2001).
However, minority firms only receive 3.5% of corporate purchasing (Hemandez, 2002; Reese, 2001), which in 2003
amounted to over $70 billion, according to the National Minority Supplier Development Council (Daniels, 2004).
Women-owned firms receive 3% of Fortune 500 purchases (div2000.com), and 2.5% of Pentagon contracts (Fields,
2001).
Minority businesses are described by the acronym "MWBB" - - minority and women-owned business
enterprises. Disabled veterans and small or disadvantaged businesses are also MWBEs. An MWBE is a minority
and/or women-owned business enterprise that is at least 51% owned, controlled, and operated by men and women
who are Afncan Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans, Native Americans, or Non-minority women
flittD:,-'/wwv>'.sba.gov/8abd/indexfaqs.htinl'). African Americans make up 66% of MWBEs, Asian American 21%,
Hispanics 11%, and American Indians 2% (Davis, 2004).
Firms don't allow MWBE self-certification - - suppliers must prove certification through a certifying
agency. MWBEs certify through the National Minority Supplier Development Council fwww.nmsdcus.org). the
Women's Business Enterprise National Council (www.wbenc.ori;'). or the Small Business Administration
(www.sba.gov/sdbA. NMSDC certification includes screening, interviews, capability studies, and site visits.
WBENC services include certification, assistance with business plans, obtaining capital, and marketing. The SBA
certification process is extensive; it requires business licenses, articles of ineorporation, financial statements, a
current employee roster and employment records, and a birth certificate or certificate of naturalization for key
employees (e.g., owner, board members).
Other Web resources for MWBEs are the U.S. Department of Commerce Minority Business Development
Agency (www.mbda.gov). the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (www.uschamber.comA. and the U.S. Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce fwww.ushcc.com'). Div200.com lists MWBEs and supplier contacts in the Fortune 1000.
The National Association of Women Business Owners (www.nawbo.org) provides networking opportunities,
education, and public policy presentations. Given that a large number of minority firms are already on the Web
(Hemandez, 2002), and the significant Web-based resources for minority firms identified in this section of the paper,
it is clear that information systems personnel must be fluent on minority supplier issues because of the strategic
importance of business-to-business systems development projects.
Purpose of the Study
This research visits Fortune 500 public Web sites to examine Web-based communication with diverse
suppliers. The following sections review related studies and identify MWBE program content, list Web-based
MWBE content, and compare the off-line and Web-based programs. The objectives of the study reported in this
paper are to categorize supplier diversify content on corporate public Web sites, and compare that content with off
line MWBE programs. This paper is distinctive because it examines the largely unstudied topic of supplier diversify
content on corporate Web sites.

LITERATURE REVIEW: CORPORATE WEB SITES AND SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
Studies have cataloged the content of corporate Web sites. Young and Benamati (2000) found that Fortune
500 Web sites contain: product and financial transactions, customer service, communication (e.g., e-mail), and
publishing; over a third had supplier content. Liu, Amett, Capella and Beatty (1997) found that a quarter of the
Fortune 500 conducted business through a public Web site. Fortune 500 Web sites are used for sales and customer
service (Palmer and Griffith, 1998). Similarly, Web sites have been examined for public relations content
(McCarthy, Aronson, and Petrausch, 2004). Fortune 500 site content includes publicity, customer support, and
revenue generation (Gardner, 1998). Trading partner content on corporate Web sites supports information exchanges
for procurement (Baron, Shaw, and Bailey, 2000) and supply chain management (Lancioni, Smith, and Oliva, 2000).
Lancioni, et al. (2000) note that using the Intemet for managing supply chains is new and rarely studied, and Baron,
et al. (2000) describe the Web's impact on procurement and supplier interaction. These studies categorized Web
content related to transactions, but not the site's supplier diversity content.
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Wentling and Palma-Rivas (2000) found minority supplier usage to be a eomponent of diversity evaluation
among Fortune 500 diversity managers, but the study did not examine the respondent's Web sites. Purchasing
(Anonymotis, 1998) identified supplier diversity obstacles (e.g., lack of management support) and implementation
problems (e.g., loss of momentum), but did not mention Web sites. One study identified supplier certification and
second-tier programs within the supplier content of Fortune Web sites (Young, 2001). Fine (1996) discussed multi
cultural organizations, but did not examine supply chain and trading partner issues. In an extensive study of EDI
relationships between buyer (i.e., hub or initiator) and seller firms, Angeles and Nath (2003) identified a nuinber of
factors critical to successful electronic trading partner relationships, but their study did not ask firms specifically
about; their relationships with minority suppliers. The five studies just cited demonstrate that prior research has
rarel^r linked supplier diversity with the Web, and the link has received scant mention in workplace diversity smdies.
SuppiUer Diversity Program Content
Stadies have examined corporate supplier diversity programs, which predate the Web for supplier
communications. Off-line MWBE programs include monitoring applicants, purchasing procedures, bidding
assistance, trade fairs, an MWBE database, buyer training, and performance metrics (Dollinger, Enz, and Daily,
1991). Attiibutes of a "good" MWBE program are: a written MWBE policy, senior management support, inclusion
procedures, program goals, certification, an MWBE database, dedicated staff, second-tier programs, performance
measures and monitoring, recognition programs, and benchmarking (Morgan, 2002). MWBE program success
factors are top management support, buyer training, program goals, and a full-time MWBE coordinator (Carter,
Auskalnis, and Ketchum, 1999). A supplier database, CEO involvement, and program success goals are important
MWIBE practices (Weaver, Stovell, and Romney, 2003). CEO involvement, a database of suppliers, measures for
program success, written diversity policies, and certification requirements are key practices of successful diverse
corporate purchasing efforts (div2000.com). Second-tier programs are important to MWBEs as contract bundling
reduces the number of bid oppoitunities (Weaver, Stovell, and Romney, 2003). Supplier development is an element
of MWBE programs (Krause, Ragatz, and Hughley, 199S'). MWBEs must provide products and services that are
competitive with non-MWBE firms because buying firms do not accept lower quality, late delivery, or higher prices
from MWBEs (Carter, Auskalnis, and Ketchum, 1999). The studies just cited list business and social reasons for
creating supplier diversity programs. Prior studies have not analyzed the relative importance of MWBE program
attributes or identified the ones most frequently used.
Tiie overlap in findings from non-Web MWBE studies provides a list of supplier diversity program
attributes. That list is a basis for comparison with Web-based MWBE content. MWBE program attributes (the
varialble names are in parentheses) include:
«'
•I
«'
"I
«'
•'
•'
«'
«'

Applicant screening (Certification)
Requirements - - price, quality, delivery, fmancial information (Requirements)
Diversity purchasing procedures and training, written policies (Procedures)
Assistance with internal bidding processes; supplier development (Mentoring)
Participation in diversity trade fairs or minority open houses (Outreach)
Maintaining a database of approved MWBE suppliers (MWBE Database)
Measuring MWBE program success, stated program goals (Metrics)
Top-management involvement and support (CEO Support)
Personnel dedicated to diversity issues, MWBE coordinator (MWBE Personnel)
Second-tier MWBE efforts (Second Tier)
Benchmarking against other MWBE programs (Benchmarking)
Awards and recognition of MWBE suppliers (MWBE Awards)

Research Questions
By using tliis research-based list of minority supplier program variables, this present study being reported here can
addre ss Web-based supplier diversity by asking:
What is the supplier diversity content on Fortune 500 public Web sites?
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•
•

What reasons are given by firms for their involvement in supplier diversity? and
How does Web-based MWBE content compare to off-line program content?

THE STUDY
The researcher visited the public Web site of every Fortune 500 firm. The Fortune 500 were used because
of their resources, the likelihood of having both a public site and an off-line minority supplier program, and the
assumption these firms would mention supplier diversity with Web-based supplier communications. Organizational
size is positively related to innovativeness (i.e., the willingness of a firm to try new things), and is often a surrogate
measure for total resources in the firm (Rogers, 1995). Rogers' diffusion of innovation theory has been frequently
and successfully used over the past forty years to support various research studies in both IT and other disciplines
(Young and Benamati, 2004). Variables identified in innovation diffusion theory are factors that affect the adoption
of electronic commerce applications (Adekoya, Quaye, and Eyob, 2002).
A form was developed to inventory site content relating to supplier diversity. The content of the form was
influenced by prior supply chain and supplier diversity studies; it was tested on 50 Fortune 500 sites. The researcher
read the home page and site index, and used the site search where available (for key terms: supplier, diversity,
minority, women-owned, and procurement), to identify minority supplier items. All pages relating to suppliers were
printed for analysis.
The printed pages were content analyzed by identifying and cataloging supplier diversity content. Data
collection and analysis follows the widely respected methodology of Strauss (1987) for examining texmal data and
surfacing core categories. Strauss' methodology continues to be of value to contemporary researchers, including
recent studies of information systems (D'Adderio, 2003; Marginson, 2002). The 2000 Fortune 500 list was used for
the data collection.

FINDINGS
Although firms interact with suppliers electronically, the number using a public Web site for minority
supplier communication is low; only 62 (12.5%) sites contain MWBE content.
Supplier Diversity Content
The second column of Table 1 lists thirteen categories of MWBE content this study identified on the 62
Fortune 500 Web sites with supplier diversity content. A chi-square test was used to determine if the probability
distribution is normal for the count of the number of sites appearing in each of these thirteen categories (Neter, et al.,
1988). The null hypothesis is that there are an equal or near number of observations in each of the thirteen categories
of MWBE content. A single-sample chi-square (goodness of fit) test is appropriate for nominal-level data (i.e.,
simple counts of the number of values in two or more categories) as reported in Table 1 (Huck et al., 1974). The
count or number of observed values in each of the thirteen content categories (i.e., the rows) was not what would be
expected given a normal distribution of those values because the calculated chi-square value is greater than the
critical/table value (p < .001). Thus the null hypothesis is rejected and we can make inferences about the relative
frequencies across the categories.
Given that the counts within the content categories are not normally distributed, the thirteen categories
listed in Table 1 - - in order by most frequently appearing content category - - suggest the relative importance of
each category to these 62 Fortune 500 firms. (A Chi-square test comparing the number of sites in each category to a
normal distribution was significant, p < .001. The computed chi-square value was 73.52; table value at .001 level, 12
degrees of freedom = 32.91.) Thus, supplier certification and gathering financial data from prospective trading
partners are more important to these Fortune 500 firms than are Web-based descriptions of their second-tier and
mentoring programs, because certification and financials are mentioned on a larger number of Web sites.
MWBE contact information appears most frequently, listed on 60 of the 62 sites. Sites define MWBE and
provide links to certifying agencies. Financial requirements include accounting statements. Operational requirements
include mainframe access, EDI, UPC and bar coding, labor law compliance, ISO certification, geographic coverage.
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quality, price, service, on-time delivery, and cycle time imi)rovement. To be considered as a supplier MWBEs must
be technically sophisticated, and price and quality competitive.
Table 1: Supplier Diversity Content on Fortune 500 Public Web Sites (N = 62).
MWIBE Program Attributes

(non-Web)

MWBE Persoimel
Certification
Procedures
Requirements
Metrics
Requirements
CEO Support
MWBE Awards
Second Tier
Mentoring

MWBE Web Content: Minority & Women-owned
Business Enterprise
Contact info: name, phone, e-mail
3"* party certification required
Web application form, or print/mail
Reasons for MWBE involvement
Financial requirements (e.g., sales data)
Definitions for IvnVBE categories
Metrics to monitor the MWBE program
Operational requirements (e.g., EDI)
Hyperlinks to MWBE certifSdng agencies
Diversity letter from officer
MWBE awards, success stories
Second-tier MWBE program
Mentoring MWBE suppliers

# & % of
Sites
96.8
60
50
80.6
40
64.5
39
62.9
54.8
34
53.2
33
32
51.6
41.9
26
22
35.5
33.9
21
29.0
18
16
25.8
13
21.0

Ibe firnis publicize tracking metrics of MWBE program success, including the:
•
•
•
•

percentage increase in the total number of minority suppliers in a given time period,
specific: number of firms in the MWBE program database,
dollars spent or the percentage of total procurement given to MWBEs annually, and
stated corporate annual goal, as dollars or a percentage, for MWBE spending.

The sites list program start date, MWBE contribution to cost reductions, and contract amounts requiring
small business solicitation by their prime suppliers. They mention "small business of the year" or "best MWBE"
award, and MWBE awards received or case studies of successful MWBEs from whom they purchase.
Diversity letters from the chairman/CEO discuss partnerships with suppliers using the words "alliances"
and "imllaboration," equal or fair business opportunities, reasons for MWBE programs, and how supplier diversity
helps accomplish corporate objectives. They stress ethical conduct for suppliers and note the importance of price and
quality. The letters express commitment from the top for MiWBE programs and note issues that are important to the
buying firm.
Second-tier programs promote MWBE business development. Firms encourage or require primary
suppliers to include MWBEs as second-tier suppliers, havr: subcontracting programs to link MWBEs with primary
suppliers, and require reporting of second-tier efforts. Firms provide technical assistance and mentor small
businissses regarding procurement procedures, business practices, and quality requirements. Firms with a large
volume of sales to the federal govemment are required to buy at least 5% of their supplies from minority-owned
firms (Armsitrong, 2004).
Processes after certification include evaluating thr; application and determining a need for the products or
services of the MWBE. Approved MWBEs are responsible for pursuing a business relationship. They must: followup with the director of minority business to develop personal contacts, be persistent, check with procurement for bid
opportunities, and differentiate themselves by translating tlheir capabilities into buyer needs. These procedures tell
MWE Es they are entering a lengthy process, not simply going through the formality of a Web questionnaire that
guarantees business.
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Justification for MWBE Programs
Firms explain their involvement in supplier diversity, citing reasons that fall into the following four categories
(some cite reasons across several different categories):

•

Customers (16 firms) - MWBEs are potential customers; supplier diversity enables the firm to be a more
compelling place to shop and invest; diverse suppliers help the firm understand and attract diverse customers.

•

Competitive Advantage (11) - MWBE programs provide strategic advantage, make good business sense, are
required for government contractors, support continuous improvement, and give evidence of a highperformance, value-driven culture.

•

Communities (19) - Supplier diversity programs are a way to invest in and help grow the communities served
or operating in; they aid community growth.

•

Common Good (7)- Supplier diversity expresses concern for the public good; it's the right thing to do; a
healthy society enables all to share in economic growth.

Comparing Web-based and Non-Web MWBE Items
The first column of Table 1 lists the variables from non-Web MWBE programs identified in prior research.
Nine of the twelve (75%) off-line MWBE variables appear on the Web sites; the three variables that did not appear
were: "MWBE database," "Benchmarking," and "Outreach."
Three items appear on the Web sites but are not listed as key variables in non-Web MWBE program
studies. The Web sites often provide detailed justifications for the firm's involvement in supplier diversity
("Reasons for MWBE involvement," Table 1, Column 2). The Web sites give definitions for MWBE categories
(e.g., black, Hispanic), and they provide hyperlinks to MWBE certifying agencies. When comparing the list of the
off-line program variables and the list of Web-based MWBE content items, the same nine items appear on both lists.
Subtracting the Web-specific item "hyperlinks" creates two lists of 12 items each with nine common items, or an
overlap of 75% of the items between the two lists.
DISCUSSION
Minority supplier communications from public Web sites are not widespread - - only one out of eight
mentions supplier diversity. These sites are emerging as an outlet for communicating with MWBEs. The Web could
significantly improve communications with MWBEs because it avoids costly EDI or proprietary linkages. Corporate
public Web sites could facilitate MWBE recmitment due to MWBE use of the Web. Obviously, information systems
personnel will be instrumental in carrying out these content additions to corporate Web sites. Firms with off-line
supplier diversity programs should consider the Web as a component of those programs.
A pessimistic view of Web-based supplier diversity is that it implies special treatment for MWBEs.
However, this study finds that a number of firms with MWBE content have requirements such as price, quality,
geographic coverage, and Financials, which argue against special treatment. Over half of the firms with MWBE
content request Financials, and other statements about expectations conceming price and quality on these sites show
that prospective MWBEs must compete against large suppliers that have previously established relationships with
the buying firms, as well as the technical expertise and resources required for participating in e-procurement. Webbased supplier diversity initiatives place the responsibility on the MWBE for certification, follow-up contacts, and
meeting requirements for electronic linkages and financial stability. Firms that purchase from MWBEs do not relax
established purchasing practices - - such as expectations regarding price, qualify, level of service and delivery - - to
support their MWBE program (Carter, Auskalnis, and Ketchum, 1999).
The stated purposes for creating supplier diversity programs, such as gaining new customers, also argue
against altruistic motives. The diversity statements of these firms describe diversity more broadly than gender or
race. Firms see sound business reasons for developing a diverse supplier base (e.g., better understanding customer's
needs). Supplier diversify is one way firms understand and sell to a very diverse set of customers in an increasingly
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diverse marketplace; the firms combine this teaming about diverse customers with performance demands that are
equally applied to all suppliers.
JVTtVBE content enables firms to publish diversity information and screen applicants by providing
electronic application forms. E-forms and certification appear frequently as supplier diversity content. This study
finds that firms with Web-based MWBE content are in the publishing stage - - the sites are simply used to publicize
the fum's MWBE activities. This study also finds some consensus regarding supplier diversity content, but a lowerlevel of interest in using transactional features (e.g., just over a third have hyperlinks to the certifying agencies) for
screening prospective diverse suppliers. Certification indicates concem for regulatory compliance and equal
treatment for applicants, who cannot begin selling without certification from a third party.
Program Content Agreement
This study generated two lists: a list of minority supplier program variables from prior academic research,
and a list - - from Web site visits - - of Web-based supplier diversity content. The study finds a moderate degree of
agreement (75%) between those two lists, suggesting that Web-based supplier diversity content generally mirrors the
key aspects of existing, off-line programs.
The sites did not list their supplier databases, perhaps for privacy and competitive reasons. Although
maintaining a diverse supplier database for buyer reference is a key aspect of off-line programs, there is no reason
for corporations to share this list over a public Web site. However, both the NMSDC and the WBENC have rigorous
certif cation procedures and both offer a national database of certified minority or women-owned firms.
There was no specific Web content related to benchmarking or outreach. Benchmarking tends to be a
complex internal comparison (e.g., with another division of the same firm) that is less easily reported than the
metrics more often appearing on these sites, such as the dollars spent or the percentage of total procurement given to
MWBEs annually. The supplier area of the Web site is itself a form of outreach to the minority supplier audience;
other divers ity outreach activities can be reported in different segments of the Web site, such as Web-based press
releases.
Previous, non-Web MWBE academic studies (e.g., Krause, Ragatz, and Hughley, 1999) discuss, often in
the "Introduction" to the paper, reasons why firms are involved in supplier diversity. However, the stated reasons for
involvement are never part of the key factors or variables included with supplier diversity programs. "Reasons for
invoh'ement" are a prerequisite or argument for developing a MWBE program. Web-based supplier diversity
content provides a similar list to justify the firm's involvement with minority suppliers. Corporate Web sites are a
convenient place to publish this type of program justification.
Similarly, corporate public Web sites are a logical place to publish the Web addresses of certifying
agencies such as the National Minority Supplier Development Council. The sites facilitate the process of
certification by the prospective supplier. "Certification" is a key off-line variable, and also appears on over 80% of
the W eb sites. Interestingly, although many firms mention the necessity of third-party certification, only about 35%
of tht; sites actually provide the necessary Web links to initiate that process, and nearly 20% fail to mention
certification at all.
"Definitions for MWBE categories" (e.g., Hispanic, Native American) appear on over half of the sites with
MWBE content. Definitions for MWBE categories would never appear as key off-line MWBE program variables,
because they are buried under the operational procedures or prerequisites for becoming a minority supplier. These
defmitions are associated with certification; if the prospective supplier does not fit into one of the defined categories
they are not going to be certified as a minority supplier.
MWBE Best Practices
These sites represent, arguably, the best practices for Web-based supplier diversity efforts. Key elements of a Webbased MWElE program are:
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evidence of commitment - through a letter from a top officer, MWBE recruiting activities, second-tier
requirements, and minority supplier development or small business mentoring programs,
description of expectations - regarding product or service prices, on-time delivery, quality, financial stability,
and technological capabilities,
process assistance - such as directions about certification, electronic forms, names and e-mail contact
information, product or service lists and selling opportunities,
success measures - including case studies of existing MWBEs, and formal metrics for charting the growth in
MWBE activity, and
user friendliness - the MWBE materials are easy to find on the site, and the tone of the material encourages
prospective MWBEs to apply. Tone can be set with statements such as "we actively look for and help develop a
diverse supplier base."

Several key. Web-based MWBE content items emerge from this study (Table 1). Firms developing Web-based
links to prospective MWBEs should consider these content areas: commitment, expectations, process, measures, and
tone. This study's best practices parallel those cited earlier for non-Web MWBE programs firom the Women's
Business Enterprise National Council (div2000.com).
CONTRIBUTION OF TfflS STUDY
This study examines Web-based supplier diversity initiatives on Fortune 500 Web sites. It categorizes that
content and compares it to non-Web MWBE programs. One contribution of the study is to research practice. The
study applies a well-established methodology to a relatively new area of investigation. The literature review shows
that very few studies to date have investigated the diversity aspects of the Web. This exploratory study could initiate
a stream of research related to supplier-diversity and trading partner interactions across the Web because it suggests
several other associated studies. It would be interesting to know, for example, the factors that influence firms to
place MWBE content on their Web site. How effective has Web-based MWBE content been in attracting diverse
supplier prospects? How well integrated into the process are these Web-based MWBE initiatives in corporate
supplier diversity programs? How important are Web-based MWBE efforts when compared to other aspects of
supplier diversity programs? Gaining access to diverse suppliers, and getting their views on the role of the Web in
their efforts to expand their customer base, is another interesting question. This study has examined a single aspect
of the relationship - - diverse supplier to buyer. Is it possible that buying firms use diverse supplier Web sites as a
way to identify MWBE prospects? These are all compelling questions that are outside the scope of this present
study.
A second contribution of the study is for practitioners. The study notes the business implications of supplier
diversity and examines current Web-based MWBE programs. Managers who are involved with various aspects of
supply chain management (e.g., professional purchasers) can use these findings as a benchmark for their existing
Web-based supplier diversity efforts, by comparing their site's MWBE content to the Web-based content of other
firms. Firms that have not moved diverse supplier communications to the Web should consider such an addition to
their corporate Web site, because of the importance of diversity issues and diverse populations. The study is of
significant value to information systems personnel who development the Web-based systems that support
interactions with these diverse suppliers. For example, a developer should recognize the most critical content for a
Web-based supplier diversity initiative to gain the greatest value from the firm's Web site; that content is identified
in this study. Diversity has value in itself, but the competitive and economic implications of diversity within the
supply chain mean that managers who interact with external constituencies such as suppliers and customers must be
aware of the issues explored in this study.
LIMITATIONS
This study's findings are somewhat limited because Fortune 500 public Web sites do not perfectly
represent every corporate site. Although the data collection was exhaustive across an influential group of 500 large
firms, and the findings were compared, where possible, with related academic studies, the conclusions are based on
content from 62 Web sites. This is a point-in-time "snapshot" of Web-based content that can change. The study
examines "what is" questions, but immediately raises other important questions about the effectiveness and
influence of these Web-based initiatives. Firms with well-established supplier diversity programs may elect not to
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use the Web for publishing their programs. However, the sites examined in this study do reflect how major
corporations, which have considerable purchasing power and channel influence, are using their public Web sites as
an outlet to support supplier diversity initiatives.
CONCLUSION
Large firm, public Web sites are generally unde:rused for supplier diversity communication. Given the
growiing access to the Web, and its inherent value in terms of both costs and speed in linking to small and mid-sized
trading partners, organizations with established supplier diversity programs should strongly consider the Web as one
more outlet for promoting these efforts.
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